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Non-culminating 
accomplishments in 
Kwak'wala and Salish* 

KATIE SARDINHA 
University of California, Berkeley 

1. Introduction 

The Salish and Wakashan language families belong to the 
Northwest Coast Sprachbund and share many areal features 
(Thompson & Kinkade 1990).  This makes it all the more interesting 
when we find significant grammatical differences between the two 
families.  In this paper I present evidence suggesting there may be 
a cross-family difference in what factors give rise to atelicity in 
certain accomplishment-like VPs. 

                                                   
* Warm thanks are extended to Kwak’wala consultants Violet Bracic, 
Mildred Child, Ruby Dawson Cranmer, Lily Johnny, and Julia Nelson for 
sharing their language with me.  This paper is dedicated to Henry Davis, 
whose questions got me thinking about this topic.  I am thankful to Henry 
for always challenging me to dig deeper. 
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The languages I compare include Kwak’wala (a Northern 
Wakashan language) and two Salish languages analyzed in Bar-el et 
al. (2005): St'át'imcets and Skwxú7mesh (hereafter ‘Salish’). 

In English, non-progressive sentences with accomplishment 
predicates are telic (1a).  That telicity is entailed is shown by the 
fact that it cannot be felicitously cancelled (1b). 

(1) a. Nazansky wrote a letter.   
 b. #...but he didn’t finish writing it. 

The nearest translational equivalent of many English 
accomplishments in Kwak’wala, St’át’imcets, and Skwxú7mesh 
differ from their English counterparts in that they do not entail 
telicity.  Predicates with this property are referred to as non-
culminating accomplishments (NCAs).    

In this paper, I present evidence suggesting that NCAs may arise 
for different reasons in Kwak’wala than they do in Salish.  I begin 
by introducing Bar-el et al.’s (2005) analysis of NCAs in St’át’imcets 
and Skwxwú7mesh (Section 2).  After this, I show that the 
Kwak’wala data are more complicated than previously thought, for 
the reason that this language possesses both culminating and non-
culminating accomplishment-like predicates (Section 3).  I then 
sketch two possible analyses of NCAs in Kwak’wala, one analysis in 
which NCAs are derived, as they are in Salish, and a second analysis 
in which NCAs are basic and underived (Section 4).  I finish by 
highlighting some theoretical implications of the second analysis 
(Section 5).   

2. Non-culminating accomplishments in Salish: 

Bar-el et al. (2005)  

In St’át’imcets and Skwxú7mesh, the closest equivalents of 
accomplishment VPs are a class of predicates referred to as control 
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transitives.  These predicates are formed by the suffixation of a 
transitivizer to an unaccusative root (Davis 1997, Davis & 
Demirdache 2000).  Though there are a number of transitivizers in 
both languages, Bar-el et al. (2005) specifically discuss control 
transitives formed using the prototypical control transitivizers  
-Vn(’) (St’át’imcets) and -Vn/-Vt/-Vnt (Skwxwú7mesh).  For space 
reasons, only data from St’át’imcets is reproduced below; readers 
may refer to Bar-el et al. (2005) for corresponding data in 
Skwxú7mesh. 

Control transitives lacking overt aspectual and tense marking 
are by default interpreted as culminated events in the past tense 
(2).1  That event culmination is only an implicature, however, is 
demonstrated by the fact that it can be felicitously cancelled (3).2 

(2) q ̓ets’-en-lhkán  ti  ts’áz’cen-a    
 hook-TR-1SG.SU   DET  rug-DET 
 ‘I hooked a rug.’           
 Speaker’s comments: “That sounds like a finished product.”    
  

                                                   
1 The abbreviations used here include: St’át’imcets data:  1SG.SU ‘first 
person singular indicative subject’, 1SG.ERG ‘first person singular ergative’, 
3POSS ‘third person possessive’, DET ‘determiner’, NEG ‘negation’, NOM 
‘nominalizer’, OOC ‘out of control’, VG ‘volunteered gloss’.  Kwak’wala 
data:  1POSS ‘first person possessive’, 3DIST ‘third person distal’, 3MED 
‘third person medial’, 3REFL.POSS ‘third person reflexive possessive’, ACC 
‘accusative case’, BEC ‘momentaneous aspect’, CONJ ‘conjunction’, CONT 
‘continuative aspect’, DET ‘determiner’, JF ‘judged form’, NEG ‘negation’, 
NMZ ‘nominalizer’, OST ‘ostensive’, PL ‘plural’, PREP ‘preposition’, VER 
‘verum focus’, VIS ‘visible’, VF ‘volunteered form’       
2 To establish the claim that telicity is implicated but not entailed in 
control transitives, Bar-el et al. (2005) also show that event non-
culmination can be reinforced without redundancy, and that event 
culmination can be felicitously questioned.  I focus on the cancellability 
test here, both for space reasons and because this is the test that has been 
most thoroughly carried out in Kwak’wala. 
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 (Bar-el et al. 2005, ex. 5b) 
 
(3) máys-en-lhkan  ti  q’láxan-a,  
 fix-TR-1SG.SU  DET  fence-DET 
  t’u7  cw7ay t’u7  kw-s tsúkw-s-an 
  but  NEG  just  DET-NOM finish-CAU-1SG.ERG 
 ‘I fixed a fence, but I didn’t finish.’                 
 (Bar-el et al. 2005, ex. 9) 

The fact that these predicates are non-culminating is especially 
interesting given that the verb roots involved are lexically telic.  
This is shown by how in their unaccusative realization, in the 
absence of overt aspectual or tense marking, these roots only give 
rise to past tense interpretations (4), and by how attempting to deny 
culmination leads to contradiction (5). 

(4) q’ets’  ti  swíta-s-a    
 get.knitted DET  sweater-3POSS-DET  
 VG:  ‘Her sweater got knitted.’       
 Can it mean it’s being knitted right now?   
 “No.  It just means her sweater got knitted.”             
 (Bar-el et al. 2005, ex. 26) 
 
(5) * mays  ti q’láxan-a, t’u7  aoy  t’u7  kw-s         
   get.fixed DET fence-DET   but  NEG  just  DET-NOM       
  ka-máys-ts-a  
  ooc-fix-3poss-ooc   
 ‘The fence got fixed, but it couldn’t get fixed.’     
 Speaker’s comments: “Contradiction.”             
 (Bar-el et al. 2005, ex. 32) 

Thus, even though the verb roots are telic, they are able to 
describe atelic events when suffixed with a control transitivizer.   
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To account for these patterns, Bar-el et al. analyze control 
transitivizers as performing two functions.  First, they introduce an 
external argument which is ‘in control’ of the event; and second, 
they eliminate the requirement that the event culminate in the 
actual world.  To capture this modal property of the transitivizers’ 
meaning, the authors analyze control transitivizers as introducing 
inertia worlds, incorporating insights from Dowty’s (1979) analysis 
of the English progressive.  The denotation of control transitivizers 
is given in (6). 

(6) ⟦CONTROL.TRANS⟧w = λf  ∈ D<l,st> [λe [e is controlled by 
 its agent in w & ∀w’ [w’ is  an inertia world w.r.t. w at the 
 beginning of e → [∃e’ [f (e’)(w’) & e causes e’ in w’]]]] 

According to (6), the transitivizer takes a telic verb root and adds 
two conditions: first, that the event is controlled by an agent, and 
second, that the event culminates in all inertia worlds.3  Thus NCAs 
in Salish arise through the addition of a non-culmination meaning 
to an underlyingly telic root. 

3. Two varieties of accomplishment-like 

predicates in Kwak’wala 

Non-culminating accomplishments in Kwak’wala are first 
documented in Greene (2013), where they are assigned to an 
aktionsart class called processes.4 Bare process roots can be 
translated in either the present tense (progressive or habitual) or 

                                                   
3 The authors propose that inertial worlds branch off at the beginning of 
the event, rather than at the end of the reference time.  This allows them 
to account for Salish perfective accomplishments having different truth 
conditions from English progressives (Bar-el et al. 2005). 
4 Greene (2013) proposes three aktionsart classes, including processes 
(which includes both accomplishment-like and activity-like verbs), states, 
and transitions.  Of these classes, only transitions entail telicity. 
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the past tense (Greene 2013, p. 36).  In (7), the process verb -(g)ila 
‘make’ describes an event which is not culminated, while in (8) the 
process verb k ̓ilak- ‘beat up’ is used to describe a culminated event.  

(7) ʔəx ̌ilox ̌ Jen λox ̌ Alexisax ̌a xʷak ̓ʷənax ̌a hiʔənx ̌
 ʔəx-̌(g)il =ox ̌  Jen  λw ̓  =ox ̌  Alexis  
 do-make =3MED Jen  CONJ =3MED Alexis  
  =x ̌=a   xʷak ̓ʷəna =x ̌=a   hiʔənx ̌
  =ACC=DET canoe  =ACC=DET summer 
 ‘Jen and Alexis made a canoe last summer.’     
 Speaker:  “It could mean that they built a canoe any summer, 
 but it’s not necessarily finished.”   (Greene 2013, ex. 50) 
 
(8) k ̓ilaxʔidida bəgʷanəməx ̌a sadiqʷa lax ̌is ʔəy ̓əʔsu 
 k ̓ilak-xʔid  =i=da   bəgʷanəm  =x ̌=a   sadiqʷa  
 beat.up-BEC  =3DIST=OST  man   =ACC=DET  horsefly 
  la   =x ̌=is     ʔəy ̓əʔsu 
  prep  =acc=3refl.poss  hand/arm 
 ‘The man killed the horsefly on his arm.’          (20120706 VF)                                                    
  

Some other processes include hiɬ- ‘fix’, da- ‘take in hand’, qə̓n- 
‘sew’, k ̓at- ‘write’, and t̕us- ‘cut’.   

Similar to Salish control transitives, process verbs implicate but 
do not entail event culmination.5  Thus culmination can be 
felicitously cancelled, as shown in (9)-(10). 
  

                                                   
5 Culmination doesn’t seem as strongly implicated in Kwak’wala NCAs as 
it is reported to be in Salish control transitives. 
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(9) ʔəx ̌ilox ̌ Jen λox ̌ Alexisax ̌a xʷak ̓ʷənax ̌a hiʔənx,̌ xiwax ̌ox ̌ gʷaɬa             
 ʔəx-̌(g)il =ox ̌  Jen  λw ̓  =ox ̌   Alexis 
 do-make =3MED Jen  CONJ =3MED  Alexis 
  =x ̌=a   xʷak ̓ʷəna =x ̌=a   hiʔənx ̌  xiwax ̌
  =ACC=DET canoe  =ACC=DET summer  never 
   =ox ̌ gʷaɬ-a 
   =3MED finish-a 
 ‘Jen and Alexis made a canoe during the summer time, and 
 never finished.’                                        (Greene 2013, p. 43) 
  
(10) k ̓ilaxʔidida bəgʷanəmax ̌ Scott, k ̓iʔst̕a ɬəʔli Scott 
  k ̓ilak-xʔid =i=da   bəgʷanəm  =x ̌  Scott  
  beat.up-BEC  =3DIST=OST  man   =ACC  Scott  
   k ̓iʔs=t̕a  ɬəʔl =i    Scott 
   NEG=but  dead =3DIST  Scott 
 ‘The man beat up Scott, but Scott isn’t dead.’    (20160721 VF) 
  

So far then, accomplishment-like predicates in Kwak’wala look 
just like Salish control transitives.  However, it turns out that there 
are also many accomplishment-like predicates in Kwak’wala which 
do entail culmination.  For instance, wənsʔid ‘sink’ and təp ̓id ‘break’ 
entail telicity, as shown by the impossibility of cancelling the 
event’s culmination in (11)-(12). 

(11)  # wənsʔidox ̌ Henrix ̌a xʷak ̓ʷəna.  k ̓iʔst̕ox ̌ wənsʔida 
  wəns-xʔid  =ox ̌  Henry  =x ̌=a   xʷak ̓ʷəna  
  sunken-BEC  =3MED  Henry  =ACC=DET  canoe    
   k ̓iʔs=t̕a  =ox ̌  wəns-xʔid-a 
   NEG=but  =3MED  sunken-BEC-a  
  Literally:  “Henry sank the canoe, but it didn’t sink.” 
  Speaker:  “He sank the canoe but it didn’t sink! [laughter]”             
  (20140324 JF)  
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(12)  # təp ̓idi Patəx ̌a k ̓ʷəʔsta.  k ̓iʔst̕ox ̌ k ̓ʷəʔsta təp ̓ida 
  təp-xʔid  =i   Pat  =x ̌=a   k ̓ʷəʔsta  k ̓iʔs=t̕a    
  broken-BEC  =3DIST  Pat  =ACC=DET  cup  NEG=but  
   =ox ̌  k ̓ʷəʔsta  təp-xʔid-a 
   =3MED  cup  broken-BEC-a 
  Literally:  ‘Pat broke the cup, but the cup didn’t break.’                        
  KS:  “Is that a contradiction?” 
  Speaker:  “Yeah, ‘he broke the cup, but it didn’t break’  
  [laughter].”                       (20140324 JF) 

Some other examples of accomplishment-like predicates which 
entail culmination include ʔəx ̌stud ‘open’, ləmxʷʔid ‘dry’, yax ̌ʔid 
‘melt’, qʷap ̓id ‘tear’, and kə̓lx ̌ʔid ‘light up, turn on’.   

Accomplishment-like predicates which entail culmination share 
certain properties.  Semantically, they are (to the best of my 
knowledge, all) derived from state-denoting roots. The stative 
nature of these roots is apparent in (13)-(14), where they appear 
bare (that is, with default –a) functioning as attributive modifiers. 

(13) dux ̌ʷaƛəli Patex ̌a wənsa xʷak ̓ʷəna 
  duqʷaƛ-la  =i   Pat  =x ̌=a   wəns-a  xʷak ̓ʷəna 
  see-CONT  =3DIST  Pat  =ACC=DET  sunken-a  canoe 
  ‘Pat saw a sunken canoe.’                          (20160110 VF)                                                                              
   
 
(14) naqox ̌ Katie lax ̌a təpa k ̓ʷəʔsta 
  naq  =ox ̌  Katie  la   =x ̌=a   təp-a      k ̓ʷəʔsta 
  drink  =3MED  Katie  PREP =ACC=DET broken-a cup 
  ‘Katie’s drinking out of a broken cup.’        (20160110 VF)                                                        
   

When the suffix –xʔid attaches to one these stative roots, an 
inchoative state is formed (Greene, 2013, p. 89).  Syntactically, 
these can be realized as unaccusative predicates (15)-(16). 
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(15)  wənsʔidida xʷak ̓ʷəna 
  wəns-xʔid  =i=da   xʷak ̓ʷəna 
  sunken-BEC  =3DIST=OST  canoe 
  ‘The canoe sunk.’                                       (20140324 VF)                                                                   
   
(16) təp ̓idida k ̓ʷəʔsta 
  təp-xʔid  =i=da   k ̓ʷəʔsta 
  broken-BEC  =3DIST=OST  cup 
  ‘The cup broke.’                                         (20110628 VF)                                                            
   

Significantly, derived unaccusative predicates like as wənsʔid 
and təp ̓id entail telicity.  This is shown by the impossibility of 
cancelling the event’s culmination in (17)-(18). 

(17)  # ʔəx ̌studox ̌da t̕əxəla.  k ̓iʔst̕ox ̌ ʔəx ̌studa 
  ʔəx-̌ʔstu-xʔid  =ox ̌=da   t̕əxəla  k ̓iʔs=t̕a   
  do-open-BEC  =3MED=OST  door  NEG=but  
   =ox ̌  ʔəx-̌ʔstu-xʔid-a 
   =3MED  do-open-BEC-A 
  Speaker:  “The door opened, but it didn’t open.”  [laughter] 
  KS:   “So is that like a contradiction?” 
  Speaker:  “Yeah!”                                        (20140324 JF) 
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(18)  # təp ̓idida k ̓ʷəʔsta, k ̓iʔst̕ox ̌təp ̓ida 
  təp-xʔid  =i=da   k ̓ʷəʔsta k ̓iʔs=t̕  =ox ̌  
  broken-BEC =3MED=OST cup  NEG=but =3MED  
   təp-xʔid-a 
   broken-BEC-a 
  Literally:  ‘The cup broke, but it didn’t break.’                                               
  (20140324 JF) 

The telicity of derived unaccusatives like those in (17)-(18) can 
be explained compositionally, as the result of suffixing the 
‘momentaneous aspect’ suffix –xʔid to a property-denoting root.  
The semantics of –xʔid is given in (19). 

 (19) ⟦xʔid⟧ = λP<v, <s,t>>.λti.λws.∃e.(BECOME(P))(e)(w) &  
  time(e) ⊆ t                                      (Greene 2013, pg. 88) 
              

The suffix -xʔid asserts that a transition into an event has 
occurred within the reference time.  Thus, suffixing -xʔid to a stative 
root produces a telic event—namely, one in which an internal 
argument comes to possess the property denoted by the stative 
root.6  

Returning to the accomplishment-like predicates in (11)-(12), 
we see that they only differ from the unaccusatives in (15)-(16) in 
having an external argument.  But since the accomplishment-like 
predicates in (11)-(12) are telic just like (15)-(16), this means that 
adding an external argument is not, on its own, sufficient in 
Kwak’wala for removing a verb’s entailment that an event 
culminates in the real world.  This contrasts directly with what 
happens in Salish control transitives, where the addition of an 

                                                   
6 This argument only needs to possess the property to some minimal 
degree.  For instance, for the first sentence in (17) to be felicitous, the 
door must have opened at least a crack but does not have to have opened 
completely.   
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external argument to a telic verb does consistently give rise to 
atelicity.  Thus, while there is compelling evidence in Salish for an 
association between the addition of an external argument and non-
culmination, the same association does not carry over transparently 
into Kwak’wala, where only certain accomplishment-like predicates 
(namely, ones formed from lexical processes, which are not 
obviously derived from stative roots) are non-culminating. 

4. Two analyses of NCAs in Kwak’wala 

In this section I sketch two analyses of NCAs in Kwak’wala: one 
in which Kwak’wala resembles Salish at an abstract level, and one 
in which Kwak’wala and Salish differ. 

Up to this point I’ve glossed over an important way in which 
Kwak’wala resembles Salish: namely, that in both Salish (Bar-el et 
al. 2005, Jacobs 2011) and Kwak’wala, the class of 
accomplishment-like predicates which are non-culminating require 
agentive external arguments.  Thus, we see in (20)-(21) that process 
predicates are infelicitous if their subjects are not Agents. 

(20)  # t̕usʔidida k ̓awayux ̌a kʷənikʷ 
  t̕us-xʔid   =i=da  k ̓awayu  =x ̌=a  kʷənikʷ 
  cut-BEC   =3MED=OST knife  =ACC=DET bread 
  Literally:  ‘The knife cut the bread.’                                     
  Speaker’s comments:  “[laughter] All by itself?  The knife  
  cut the bread…all by itself.  Nobody’s holding the knife.”                                                                          
  (20140113 JF) 
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(21)  # dalida ʔiʔəy ̓əsux ̌a walas bukʷ 
  da-la    =i=da   ʔi~ʔəy ̓əsu   
  take.in.hand-CONT =3MED=OST PL~hand/arm 
   =x ̌=a   walas bukʷ 
   =ACC=DET big book 
  Literally:  ‘The hands are carrying a big book.’        
  Speaker’s comments:  “[laughter] O, you’re scaring me!   
  Sounds like ghosts.  The hand is carrying the big   
  book…Isn’t attached to anything, it’s just like a ghost.”   
  (20140113 JF)  

By comparison, accomplishment-like predicates which 
culminate can take non-Agent external arguments, as shown with 
ləmxʷʔid ‘dry’ (22) and ƛax ̌ʷstud ‘close, shut’ (23).  

(22) ləmxʷʔidux ̌da ƛ̓isəlax ̌ən səy ̓ax ̌
  ləmxʷ-xʔid =ux ̌=da  ƛ̓isəla  =x ̌=n  
  dry-bec  =3med=ost sunshine =acc=1poss 
   səy ̓a=x ̌
   hair=VIS 
  ‘The sun dried my hair.’         (20130626 VF) 
 
(23) hem ̓ida yola ƛax ̌ʷstudx ̌a t̕əxəla 
  he=m ̓   =i=da   yu-la  ƛax ̌ʷstu-xʔid 
  be.3dist=ver =3dist=ost wind-cont closed-bec 
   =x ̌=a  t̕əxəla 
   =ACC=DET door 
  ‘It’s the wind that closed the door.’             (20130708 VF)                                                    
   

A similar pattern occurs in Salish, where non-control 
transitivizers which enforce culmination also introduce non-
volitional external arguments (Jacobs 2011). 
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To capture the difference between Agent-taking and Cause-
taking predicates in Kwak’wala, we could posit two phonologically 
null, external argument-introducing heads: one that adds a 
semantic Agent (Agent Voice), and one that is semantically 
underspecified (Cause Voice).  Agent Voice has modal semantics 
similar to that of the Salish control transitivizers and occurs in 
structures with process roots, while Cause Voice is used in the 
formation of accomplishment-like predicates which entail 
culmination.  This analysis (Analysis A) is summarized in (24). 

 (24) Analysis A: Two external-argument introducing heads in 
   Kwak’wala 
  a.  Agent Voice   adds an Agent external argument and 
       introduces inertia modality 
  b.  Cause Voice  adds an external argument construed 
       as a Cause 

While Analysis A captures a commonality between Kwak’wala 
and Salish, it has some drawbacks. 

To begin with, I am not aware of any independent evidence that 
process roots in Kwak’wala are lexically telic.  In contrast, we do 
have evidence that the verb roots which appear in Salish control 
transitives are telic.  Thus, the evidence for Agent Voice having 
modal semantics in Kwak’wala is not on par with the evidence for 
the control transitivizer having modal semantics in Salish.   

Secondly, since derived unaccusatives like wənsʔid and təp ̓id 
always entail culmination (as in (17)-(18)), in order for Analysis A 
to work we need some way of guaranteeing that derived 
unaccusatives always co-occur with Cause Voice.  This raises a 
question about what prevents derived unaccusatives from co-
occurring with Agent Voice.  This question is especially difficult to 
answer given that in Kwak’wala, culminating accomplishments can 
have fully volitional Agents.  This is shown in (25)-(26), which 
contain the adverb hinuma ‘to do on purpose’.   
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(25) ʔom ̓ux ̌ hinumux ̌ Norman qəs wənsʔideʔx ̌ xʷak ̓ʷənes Bill 
  ʔo=m ̓ =ux ̌ hinuma  =ux ̌ Norman q(a)  
  so=VER =3MED on.purpose =3MED Norman PREP 
   =s    wəns-xʔid=eʔ   =x ̌ xʷak ̓ʷəna 
   =3REFL.POSS sunken-BEC=NMZ =ACC canoe  
    =s   Bill 
    =3POSS  Bill 
  ‘Norman purposely sunk Bill’s canoe.’         (20130626 VF)                                                  
   
(26) hinumox ̌da cə̓daq təp ̓ix ̌a k ̓ʷəʔsta 
  hinuma  =ox ̌=da  cə̓daq təp-ʔid   
  on.purpose =3MED=OST woman broken-BEC 
   =x ̌=a  k ̓ʷəʔsta 
   =acc=det cup 
  ‘The woman broke the cup on purpose.’      (20130111 VF)                                                      
   

It seems like it should be semantically possible for Agent Voice 
to be present in structures such as (25)-(26) containing volitional 
Agents, and for a reading of non-culmination to be coerced; 
empirically, however, this doesn’t seem to be possible.  To 
guarantee that only Causal-R Voice appears in these structures, 
then, we need to appeal to syntax.  We could say, then, that Agent 
Voice syntactically selects process roots, while Causal Voice appears 
elsewhere.  Yet while saying so would get the facts right, it does so 
in a somewhat unnatural way, by forcing a class of roots which 
semantically select an Agent (namely, processes) to be associated 
with non-culmination.  Non-culmination, on this analysis, seems to 
‘piggy-back’ on Agentivity.   

A second possible analysis of NCAs in Kwak’wala starts by 
assuming that process roots in Kwak’wala are lexically atelic.  This 
follows Kratzer (2004), who argues that accomplishments in 
Finnish and German are lexically atelic.  However, for this 
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assumption to be useful in explaining why NCAs arise, Kwak’wala 
must differ significantly from Finnish and German in its grammar.  
In particular, while these languages possess a functional head above 
VP which introduces telicity (Kratzer, ibid.), Kwak’wala must lack 
an analogous telicity-introducing head.  Then, the absence of a 
grammatical source of telicity in Kwak’wala enables processes, 
which are lexically atelic, to remain unmodified by the structure 
they are embedded in, resulting in them simply ‘surfacing’ as NCAs.  
In other words, NCAs in Kwak’wala are basic and underived.  This 
analysis (Analysis B) is summarized in (27), where Kwak’wala is 
contrasted with Salish. 

(27) Analysis B: Derived versus underived NCAs 
     verb  source of non-culmination   
     meaning meaning 
  Salish  telic   addition of modalized control  
        transitivizer  
  Kwak’wala atelic   no addition of telicity  

Recall that culminating accomplishments in Kwak’wala are telic, 
but that their telicity arises compositionally; as such, no 
independent telicity-introducing head needs to be posited in order 
to explain them.  Thus, the Kwak’wala data presented above is 
wholly consistent with Analysis B.  

5. Conclusion   

Though NCAs exist in both Wakashan and Salish languages, 
evidence from the two language families suggests that the semantics 
of non-culmination may have a different source in each of the two 
families.  On the one hand, NCAs in Salish result from the addition 
of a meaning component which results in non-culmination (Bar-el 
et al. 2005).  On the other hand, the evidence in Kwak’wala for a 
similar analysis is less transparent, and an alternative analysis in 
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which NCAs in this language are underived is also consistent with 
the data. 

This latter analysis of Kwak’wala NCAs centers on the claim that 
Kwak’wala lacks a functional head introducing telicity.  This claim 
is significant because it challenges the idea that telicity is 
instantiated universally in a hierarchy of functional heads (e.g. 
Travis 2010).  Additional support for this claim comes from 
Greene’s (2013) finding that Kwak’wala lacks a canonical perfective 
marker, as well as from forthcoming work in which I argue that 
object case is independent of telicity in Kwak’wala.  Even so, while 
the claim that Kwak’wala lacks a telicity-introducing functional 
head is consistent with the data just presented, more empirical 
evidence is needed to establish it.  This paper presents the first steps 
in this direction.     
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